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ABSTRACT
The deflection of corrugated dual-walled polye thylene pipe was inv estigated in the
laboratory. Laboratory de flections were com pared to tho se pred icted by the Burns-Richard
model under vertical loads of up to 112 m eters of fill height ( 1,900 kPa). Test tem peratures
ranged from ambient to 60ºC. Load and temperature ranges were selected to simulate conditions
on copper and gold leach pads, thou gh these conditions can also be applicable to large landfills.
The results of the com parisons indicate good correlation between laboratory measurements and
the Burns-Richard solutions for vertical deflecti ons to the m aximum depths considered, but that
soil m odulus values from the literature need to be adjusted for the higher load conditions.
Horizontal deflections did not correlate, sugg esting tha t eithe r th e Burns-Richa rd m odel is
incorrect for this cond ition or that s oil m odulus under thes e load ing co nditions is anisotrop ic.
Recommendations for applications of these findings in design practice are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Heap leaching is an increasing ly co mmon me thod of extracting gold, copper, and, to a
lesser extent, silver and nitrate from ores. In this process, ore is st acked on a lined area then
irrigated with either a weak alkaline/cyanide (gold and silver) or weak sulfuric acid (copper)
solution, or plain water for nitr ate salts. The ore m ight be any size range including run-of-m ine
or crushed to fine gravel. The irrigation solution dissolves the minerals through chemical or biochemical means. The solution is collected at the base, the mineral is recovered from the solution,
and the solu tion is (u sually) recirculated to th e heap. Reliable drainage system s are required at
the base of the heap to i mprove m ineral re covery, reduce seepage th rough the liner system,
improve slope stability and reduce liquefaction potential (see for example Castillo et al 2005 and
Smith 2002). These drainage system s almost universally consist of a layer of granular material
and perforated pipes. L ateral pipes typically range from 65 mm to 152 mm in diameter, feeding

main “header” pip es of much larger diam eter. It is the smaller lateral pipes that were the focus
of this study, but the results shoul d be applicable to pi pes of any diameter. In m ost cases the
laterals and headers are dual wa ll corrugated polyethylene (CPE) pi pes. The most common pipe
marketed in the m ining industry in North and South Am erica is Advanced Drainage System s
(ADS) N-12. This pipe is m anufactured in diam eters of up to 60 inches (1,524 mm ). The pipe
chosen for this study w as N-12 in 6 inch ( 152 mm) nom inal diam eter (151 mm a nd 175 mm
actual ID and OD, respectively), weighing 1,788 grams per meter length and with inner and outer
wall thicknesses of 1 mm.
Heap leach applications have long been pushi ng the envelope of known perform ance for
geosynthetic products (see for example Thiel and Smith 2003). Modern heap leaching started in
the mid-1970’s in the Western U.S. At that tim e maximum heap heights were typically lim ited
to 10 to 30 m eters and the im portance of a well perform ing drainage system was not fully
recognized. Over the ensuing three decades the operating conditions have changed dramatically.
Now heaps commonly exceed 100 m in height over the drainage pipes, and 180 m and more are
being explored (Breitenbach et al 2005, and Thiel and Smith 2003). At the same time very little
data has been available on the performance of the drainage pipes under such high loads and some
heap drain pipe failures are known. The industry started to feel the effects of this data gap when
the first heaps were designed to exceed 100 m in the second half of the 1990s, and started to fund
limited labo ratory prog rams to ev aluated high load perform ance. The authors’ laboratory has
been one of the principal facilities perform ing this testing and thus has accum ulated about a
decade worth of testing data. More recen tly, w ith heaps of 145 m and higher bein g designed
(and in at least two cases unde r construction), the laboratory program s have becom e more
extensive. This paper presents the
results of a single set of testing, but those results are
consistent with the other tests that cam e before and, as such, this data should be considered to be
more representative than the sing le test p rogram from which it was produced. The larger data
base is not presented here due in part to tim e limits in preparing the data for presentation, in part
due to confidentiality requests and b ecause some of the data has been presented elsewhere (see
for example Smith 2003, and Leduc and Smith 2004).
THE BURNS-RICHARD SOLUTION AND LABORATORY EXPERIENCE
The most commonly us ed methods for predicti ng the deflection of buried pipes are the
Modified Iowa Formula (Spangler, 1941) and the Burns-Richard ( 1964) solution. The Modified
Iowa Formula is based on em pirical relationships from known field perfor mance and is lim ited
primarily to maximum burial depths of 7 meters. The main manufacturers of CPE pipe routinely
provide Burns-Richard (BR) solution spreadsheets and nomographs to specifiers and purchasers,
and the literature commonly references BR
solutions (see for exam ple http://www.adspipe.com/us/en/technical/pipetech.shtml, L upo and Morrison 2005, Goddard et al 2003, and
Sargand et al 2000). Thus, while m ore sophistic ated m ethods now exist, it is the authors’
experience that many practitioners rely on the BR solution.
When laboratory testing started to consider
very large burial depths for heap leach
operations it was found that standard BR soluti ons did not correlate well with the laboratory
results. The basis for this lack of corre
lation was not well understood and at least som
e
practitioners attribu ted it to an inhe rent lim it of the so lution its elf. In two rec ently publish ed

studies the BR solution compared unfavorably to more rigorous analyses and a wide range of soil
moduli were found from direct te sting (Dhar et al 2004 and Sarga nd et al 2005). The testing
and analysis presented in this pa per were in part a response to th at suspected limit with the goal
of adapting the BR solution to greater depths. Through various iterations and processing of this
and other test data it was ultim ately determined that with pr oper soil modulus the BR solution
compared well with labo ratory results for vertical deflections to the m aximum loads considered.
With this finding, the focus of the work shifted to the question of soil modulus.
In applying the BR solution it is common to use published values for soil m odulus (E’).
Values have been given by Duncan and Hartley ( 1982) in tabular form at for soil depths of up to
6 m of soil burial. Goddard et al (2003) provides an equation fo r extrapolating the modulus of
soil reaction at a low overburden pressure to any depth:
E’ = E’5 (1+ 0.15 (H-6)0.5)

(1a)

Where E’ is the soil modulus at the depth of concern (units consistent with E 5’), E’5 (any
units) is the soil modulus at a depth of five feet and H is the overburden height or depth of burial
(feet). This equation can be transformed to metric as follows:
E’ = E’1.5 (1 + 0.27 (H-1.8)0.5) (1b)
Where E’ 1.5 is the soil modulus at a depth of
depth of burial (m).

1.5 m and H is the overburden height or

There is no lim it in te rms of depth stated for the BR e quation, and it is inferred by the
above equations that soil modulus can be extrapolated to any depth. However, there is a limit to
the available data on soil m odulus and on verificat ion of the BR solution at great depths. The
work presented in this paper extends that limit.
TEST METHODOLOGY
The test apparatus used for this study consisted of a stiff steel box with plan dim ensions
of 760 x 600 mm and a height of 620 mm. The box had access portals on two sides near the base
to allow visual observation and m easurement of pipe defor mation during the test. The box
floated around the test m aterials, which rested on a bottom plate, in o rder to minimize friction
along the side walls and thus reduce their affect.
The materials placed in the box consisted of a subgrade soil, a geom embrane, drainage
pipe, an "overliner" gravel, and overburden gravel . This is the typical drainage configuration
used in heap leaching. Com pacted sand was used for the subgrade so th at the material could be
placed with a m inimal a mount of variation between tests. A 2.0 mm thick high density
polyethylene (HDPE) s mooth geom embrane liner was then placed over the subgrade, and the
pipe rested directly on the geom embrane. Ov erliner gravel was placed on both sides and over
the pipe for approximately 80 mm vertically. A ggregate base gravel was then ad ded to f ill the
remainder of the box. The gravels were lightly compacted, representing typical practice for heap
leach pad construction. The vertical overburd en loads were then applied through a pressu re

bladder reacting against a stiff load ing frame. The pressure bladde r applies the ve rtical pressure
equally over the top surface area of the box as the pipe and gravel deform. A cross section of the
assembled test apparatus is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Test Apparatus
The overliner gravel us ed in the tes t was a nominal minus 38 mm (1-1/2 inch) or 100%
minus 57 mm (2-1/4 inch) crushed stone sim ilar in composition to aggregate base rock used in
highway construction. The gravel was placed in
uniform l ifts and ligh tly tam ped to achieve
approximately 75% relative density (ASTM D4253 and 4254). Great care was taken to ensure
uniform compaction within and between tests. Th e dry density of the overl iner before and after
the tests averaged 1,922 and 2,146 kg/m 3, respectively, indicating si gnificant densification
during the test.
Before loading, a strain m easuring system was attached to the inside of the pipe. This
system is a sim ple mechanical wire gage. Starti ng with eye-bolt pairs at the x and y ordinates at
the pipe center, a sm all Teflon coated 20-gage wire is hooked into the first x-eye then down and
through the second x-eye, then run outside to an externally-fixed pivot point and to a light spring.
A similar arrangement was used for the y-eye bolts. A marker is used at or near the spring to note
against a millimeter scale position changes in the length of the wire.
The loads were app lied in in crements of app roximately 2 00 kPa, and m aintained for
approximately 10 minutes before the next incr ement. The m aximum load (approximately 1,900

kPa) was applied for a period of 48 hours. Th
e vertical and horizontal deformations were
recorded at the end of each tim e interval. Th e condition of the pipe wa s also visually observed
throughout testing to note any buckling or unusua l behavior. A typical experim ental set-up is
shown in Photo 1. Both vertical and horizontal deflections were measured, as shown in Photos 2
and 3 (photos courtesy of Vector Engineering, Inc.)
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Copper sulfide ore leaching can produce elevated tem peratures in the base of the heap
due to biological reactions and this is believed to reach 45 or 50ºC. The four pipe load tests were
run at four different tem peratures: 22º, 40º, 50º, and 60ºC (labeled
as A, B, C and D,
respectively, in the figures). The gravel and pip e were heated for several days prior to applying
the first load; the tem perature was m aintained with a heat gun and m onitored throughout eac h
test series. Although an increa se in tem perature from ambient (e.g., 23°C) to 50° C can reduce
the m odulus of elasticity of polyethylene pi pe by 50% (Sm ith 2003), the BR equation is
relatively insensitive to this para meter; the laboratory results also show this. Figure 2
summarizes the pipe perfor mance for the four temp eratures considered. Since tem perature had
little effect, the pipe m odulus at am bient was used in the balance of the study and the four tests
were considered together.

Photo 1 - Test Apparatus

Photo 2 - Deflection Measurement System Before Test

Photo 3 - Pipe Deflection at Maximum Load for Series C
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Figure 2 - Pipe Loadings and Varying Temperatures
The soil modulus for each load increm ent for each test was back-calculated using the BR
model. These results are presented in Figure 3, which shows good repeatability between the four
tests. The equation for vertical soil modulus was found to be:
E’sv = -ρ2/1,250 + 4.5ρ + 3,530

(2a)

Where E’sv is the vertical soil modulus (kPa) and ρ is the overburden pressure (kPa).
If test series “C” is considered an outlier, due possibly to soil preparation, its influence on
the equation can be reduced. The inclusion of the “C” series causes E q. 2a to flatten at high
loads and eventually for the slope to reverse, which is certainly not true soil behavior. Thus, Eq.
2a becomes unreliable at overburden depths greater than about 120 m. More realistic behavior at
the higher loads can be achieved by m odifying the first term slightly (and rounding the yintercept for convenience), as shown in Eq. 2b:
E’sv = -ρ2/1,650 + 4.5ρ + 3,500

(2b)

Where the final term , 3,500, approximates the modulus at a nom inal shallow depth, such
as E’ 1.5. Eq. 2b is within 5% of E q. 2a for ove rburden depths under 100 m . At 120 m the
difference is 8% and at 150 m it is 12%. Based on the shape of this equation and expected soil
behavior, Eq. 2b m ay be reliable to about 200 m. This has not, however, been experim entally
verified. T his relationship can be transformed and expressed in terms of height of overburde n
(depth of burial) and soil modulus at 1.5 m (E’sv1.5, kPa) as follows:

E’sv = -0.17H2 + 75H + E’sv1.5

(3)

Where H is overburden height or depth (m) and E’ sv is vertical soil modulus (kPa). Eq. 3
is expressed for an overburden soil total density of 1,700 kg/m 3; the transformation can be made
for any overburden soil density.
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Figure 3 - Calculated Vertical Soil Modulus
Table 1 pres ents a com parison of Eq. 2b with se lected literature values for granular soil
and the values found in this study. This shows considerable variance between literature sources
and with the results of this work.
Table 1- Comparison of Literature Values of Modulus to This Study
Height Vertical Load
(m) (kPa)

Eq. 2b

6 100
10 170
24 400
50 830
100 1,670
120 2,000
150 2,500

3,950
4,300
5,250
6,850
9,350
10,100
11,000

Soil Modulus, E’ (kPa)
Goddard et al
Dhar et al
(2003) Eq.1b
(2004)
5,450
5,100
6,200
6,400
7,950
9,600
10.050
nr
12,850
nr
13,750
nr
15000
nr

Sargand et al
(2005)
13,950
18,300
nr
nr
nr
nr
nr

Notes to table:
1. nr = not reported in referenced citation.
2. E’1.5 = 3,500 kPa used for Eq. 1b and 2b.
3. Eq. 2b was developed for crushed stone at approximately 75% initial relative density.
4. Dhar values are secant modulus, which more closely matches Eq. 2b than the alternative, average
modulus. E’ at 10 m has been interpolated.
5. Sargand values were averaged for sand and crushed limestone at 86%, the lowest compaction
reported.

Horizontal soil m odulus proved m ore com plicated to analyze and, in fact, the backcalculation process did not produce reliable or reproducible result s, as shown in Figure 4. The
reason is unclear and this is th e subject of on-going study. What was clear is that the horizontal
and vertical m oduli are different for this loading condition (e.g., for 1,000 kPa overburden
pressure the vertical and horiz ontal moduli were about 7,000 and 5,000 kPa, respectively). That
difference may be a result of the different stress paths experienced by the soil on top of and along
side the p ipe. The soil over the pipe can be id ealized as in an at- rest or partially -mobilized
passive pressure state, while the soil along the side of the pipe is, at least for the higher pipe
deflections, in a fully mobilized passive pressure state. That soils are stiffer under passive
pressure is well established, though these results suggest a lower value for horizontal modulus in
comparison to vertical. There is also more variation or scatter in the horizontal data, which m ay
be due to th e inherent difficulty in u niformly placing and compacting the soil beneath the curve
of the pipe; loose soil here m ight have a larger a ffect on horizon tal deflections than on vertical.
Dhar et al (2004) reports, and experience would s uggest, that values of the elastic modulus of
soil are reduced in the haunch zone under the pipe due to less com
paction effort than the
surrounding soil.
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Figure 4 - Calculated Horizontal Soil Modulus
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SUMMARY
The authors have shown that the Burns-Ri
chard solution can be duplicated in the
laboratory for large overburden pressures using calibrated values for vertical soil modulus (E’sv).
They have also shown that publis hed values for soil m odulus vary significantly from source to
source and from those found by this study. Further, the available published figures do not extend
to sufficiently great overburden pressures to be useful in m odern heap leach design (this
limitation may also app ly to othe r applic ations such a s lar ge landf ills). The wor k presen ted
herein provides ver tical soil m oduli, E’ sv, for overburden pressures to 1,900 kPa for a nom inal
minus 38 mm (1-1/2 inch) crushed stone at appr oximately 75% relatively density (Eq. 2b). With
additional testing Eq. 2b could be adapted to different soil types or relative densities on a projectby-project basis.
Ultimately, the purpose of this work was to develop design tools and guideline s for deep
burial of drainage pip es, princip ally for heap l eaching but also applicable to landfills. Desig n
implications from this study include:
• The CPE pipes performed well under the m aximum loads tested. Vertical d eformation
and flow area reduction of 25% and 19%, respectively, were obs erved at 112 m (1,900
kPa) of overburden, but the pi pes retained structural in tegrity and no buckling was
observed even in the highest de flection data set, series C (P hoto 3). T his suggests that
dual-wall CPE pipe is suitab le f or the load ranges considered. However, other testing
found that buckling of this pipe occurs with vertical deformations between 25% and 35%
of original inside diam eter. Buckling result s in significan t loss in flow area (as m uch as
50%) and loss of stru ctural integ rity, com promising th e pipe’ s ab ility to with stand
subsequent load increas es and the integr ity of the joints. Given this, th e ultimate limit
for this pipe m ay be in the range of 120 to 140 m without im provement in installation
procedures such as better quality, higher relative density gravel or stiffer pipe.
• The BR solution appears to be valid heap depths of up to 112 m eters (1,900 kPa), and
probably beyond since this testing shows no
divergence from the BR solution at the
maximum depth tested. Eq. 2b, however, m ay require further calibration for higher
loads.
• Soil modulus for vertical loading varies from literature values. Further, the range of data
available in the lite rature and the use of broad class ifiers s uch as “gra nular”, “m ixed”,
“good” and “fair” is too vague to allow
adequate quantificatio n for high loads.
Therefore, projec t-specific tes ting is r equired unless th e soils ar e sim ilar to those
presented herein, in which case Eq. 2b can be used (with caution).
• A transformation of Eq. 2b is presented as E q. 3 for estim ating the variation of vertical
modulus with depth from a known modulus , for overburden soil density of 1,700 kg/m 3.
the equation can be adapted to other overburden soil densities.
• Soil modulus may be di fferent for vertical and horizontal conditions. The BR solution
may require revision or the use of anisotropi c values for E’ for accu rate p rediction of
horizontal deflection under higher overburden pre ssures. More work is needed in this
area.
• Temperature, within the range considered (ambient to 60ºC), does not significantly affect
pipe deflection. The m aximum temperature expected in heap leach ing, which occurs at

•

•

the base of copper sulfide heap s, is about 45ºC . Sim ilar te mperatures can be expected
within bioreactor landfills.
Since the BR solution is (apparently) reliable under these loads, it is reasonable to extend
this to other pipe diam eters, other soil types and higher overburden pressures. S ince
laboratory testing is relatively easy for s maller diameter pipes, one m ethod for applying
this study to design cases is to test various
soil types with a single pipe size, back
calculate the vertical soil m odulus, E’ sv, and then use those values for predicting
deflections of various other com binations of soil types, pipe diam eters and overburden
pressures.
An issue unrelated to this paper but which also arose in th e same testing program was the
increase in norm al load on th e geomembrane adjacent to the pipe. It is logical that the
pressure here would increase, since the arch ing affect of the flexible pipe caus es the
vertical lo ad on th e pipe to decr ease an d f orce equ ilibrium requir es a com pensating
increase els ewhere. Load cells in the test ap paratus and subsequent finite element
analyses found that this over-pressurization re aches a peak value of about 125% of the
average vertical stress at a distan ce of one pi pe diameter away from the pipe. The zone
of over-pressurization extends to about four
pipe diam eters to each side of the pipe
(Leduc and Sm ith 2004). The design im plication is that a more robust liner system, in
terms of puncture protection, maybe be required than would otherwise be indicated.
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